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Abstract

Flexibly storing and updating memory content is a fundamental ability of animals in which prefrontal

cortex (PFC) is believed to play a major role as its activity can reflect information that must be

temporarily maintained to realize the current goal. However, in our flexible spatial working memory task,

where rats were required to navigate from different starting points and via multiple routes to one of

multiple possible goal locations, we found no evidence that the well-controlled delay period contained

current-goal-specific memory. This suggests that under conditions where memory needs to be employed

flexibly, alternative mechanisms must exist. PFC activity instead categorized important spatial locations

according to their meaning in the task and displayed neural representations that reflected the geometry

of the maze. Furthermore, we found that elapsed time was encoded at starts and goals and that this

time code was invariant to different locations within a category (goal or start). Despite the tendency of

individual neurons to show mixed selectivity, i.e. to be selective for multiple task-relevant variables, we

found that subsets of neurons had functional preferences for time or space. This structured selectivity

may facilitate complex behaviors by efficiently generating informative representations of multiple

variables.
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